
 
Introducing Sepia Petals...  
This new BERNINA Exclusive  
Embroidery Collection features  
43 elegant designs for machine  
embroidery including 11 spectacular 
BERNINA Jumbo Hoop designs.  
Designed for mixing and layering,     
this collection is reminiscent of pen  
and ink drawings of nineteenth century 
naturalists. Dramatic free-standing 
flowers and elements are ready for 
creative play - combine and layer     
single elements into new shapes -       
a butterfly, heart, fleur de lis or         
any design you can imagine! The      
possibilities are endless... 
 

As an added bonus, there are four 
printable designs ready for mixed     
media projects and more! 
 

Presented in traditional sepia       
tones, two alternate colorways -    
woodland and garnet - are                 
included in the collection.               
Choose the look that suits               
your styling! 
 

A BERNINA Exclusive,  
Sepia Petals is available  
only through your local  
BERNINA Dealer. 
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Fun Groupings! 

Crafter’s Collection Details 
An OESD licensed collection for use by original purchaser only. Commercial sale of 
finished products using this collection is allowed, but restricted to no more than a 
total of twenty-five (25) pieces and may be offered for sale in local venues only. 
Sales via mass marketing, sales to retail stores, catalog sales, internet sales, and 
internet auction sales are strictly prohibited and will be prosecuted to the full extent 
of the law. All copyrights apply to artwork and electronic designs and are protected 
under US and International Copyright Laws. Unauthorized reproduction by any 
means of all, or any portion of this product is strictly forbidden. Digitized by OESD. 
 
©2012 OESD, LLC for use in home embroidery. All rights reserved. 

Three Colorways... 

Multi-Format CD   
43 Designs! 
Multi-format CDs contain the for-
mats .exp, .art, .pes, .pcs, .dst, .hus, 
.jef, .xxx, .vip, .vp3 and .sew. Due to 
hoop size limitations, all designs may 
not be available in all formats. Use the 
included BERNINA ArtLink 6 Software 
to re-scale and convert .art designs to fit 
smaller hoop sizes. 


